HOMES

The project

that paid off
Sharon Chilcott visits an award-winning home
built with blood, sweat, tears and persistence
PHOTOGRAPHS BY SHAUN THOMPSON
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T TOOK a visionary like Bobby
Dawson to see the potential in a
bare 35-acre patch of former
forestry that, after 14 years of ups and
downs, is now the site of an awardwinning, self-built family home and a
thriving business, surrounded by new
woodland.
It’s true that the land, near Evenjobb
in the Welsh Marches, with its £10,000
price tag, was as Bobby puts it “dirt
cheap”. However, despite its stunning
views of the rolling Radnorshire hills, it
came with a presumption against
planning, and, as a clear fell site, was
brown, barren and decidedly
unattractive. Undeterred, Bobby
decided it was just the place
to realise his ambition.

“I had gone back to college to study
ecology and woodland management
and that’s where I cultivated the slightly
romantic notion of working in a
coppice,” he says. He intended to
establish a hazel coppice on the land,
make hazel hurdles, woven panels and
rustic furniture and, in the
long term, convince the
planners he needed to live
there to pursue his business.
His wife, Alithea, freely
admits to the
sinking
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feeling she had when they first visited
the place. “I didn’t even know what
clear fell was. We parked in the car park
and I said ‘this is awful’ and Bobby
walked up the track and I could feel it
coming and he said, ‘I can see it; this is
going to be our hazel coppice’. I think
I cried.”
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A week later Bobby had bought the
site. He says: “I knew this was right
because pretty much two-thirds of it
was flat. Most other former Forestry
Commission sites you would have to
be a mountain goat to live on. I
blagged the money from my parents. I
paid about the going rate for a site
such as this – maybe a bit over, because
in the centre is Castle Ring, an Iron
Age hill fort.”
Soon, the couple and their two
children, Coral, then aged three, and
Noah, six, had moved from a rented
terraced house in Bristol city to a rural
area they hardly knew. There’s a sense
that times were challenging while they
lived in a series of rented houses, with
Bobby doing forestry work and, in his
spare time, clearing and planting the
site. There were major obstacles along
the way too, like the autumn he spent
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collecting and germinating thousands of
nuts, only for predators to destroy all
the seedlings. Then he bought 30,000
Kent cobs and heeled them in using a
tractor, and squirrels pulled them up. In
the end, third time lucky, he bought
and planted 35,000 trees, which this
time survived.
At the same time, Bobby set up a
business on his land making wooden
gates. Then the planners broke the
shattering news that he would not be
granted permission for a house, as it
was not deemed necessary for him to
live on site. “That was devastating,”
he says.
There was a glimmer of hope when
the couple realised permission could be
given if they were able to run a
livestock business there. For Bobby, a
French graduate who had spent some
time working on a goat and pig farm in
the Vosges, inspiration came in the
form of organic woodland pigs.
“We set the business up from scratch.
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We had the meat slaughtered and
butchered locally and prepared and
packed it ourselves and we sold it at
South Wales farmers’ markets,” he says.
Temporary planning permission was
granted which allowed the Dawsons to
put a caravan on their land and to
establish an electricity supply. They also
put in the infrastructure to pump water
from a spring on the site.
“We bought a worn-out old caravan
that an old lady had lived in for 25
years. We had to chop trees down to
remove it from where it was and shore
it up with timber. It was in a disgusting
state but it was all we could afford,”
says Bobby. “We cleaned it up, found
radiators in a local skip and got central
heating going and a wood burner, and
added a porch.”
Finally, in 2004, planning permission
was granted for a permanent dwelling,
which Bobby decided he would build
himself. “Most people told me I’d be
mad, but it didn’t wash with me. We
designed the house ourselves, looking at
magazines and talking to people; we
had a long time to think about it living
in that grotty caravan. We knew we
wanted it to be open plan and we fairly
soon realised it would be nice to have a
living space upstairs, which works really
well. We also wanted vaulted ceilings to
be able to see the structure.
“We gave our designs and drawings
to a local architect to help us get it
through planning. I had some carpentry
skills… I went to woodwork classes in
Presteigne and made a wooden tray
(which has since fallen apart) but it
gave me confidence that I could set my
sights on a house.”
The couple decided on a timberframed building and Bobby went on a
course in Somerset to learn the basic
skills, which he discovered are “far more
esoteric” than conventional carpentry.
He ordered an articulated lorry load
of oak for the timber frame direct from
a saw mill in France, getting it at a
good price because of the Euro
exchange rate. It arrived without
warning as night was falling and the
couple recall the task of having to
unload it in the dark. Alithea had to
keep the lights of the Jeep on the
operation as Bobby unloaded it with his
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very old forklift, which was hardly up
to the job. The first load was too heavy
and caused the fork lift to tip up. “The
only way was down, so the load came
bumping and scraping down the side of
the lorry, it was absolutely terrifying,”
says Bobby.
Bobby then spent the next three
months making the frame. “It was a
wonderful time, I just loved it. I knew
then it was going to lead to something,”
he says, referring to the fact that since
then he has established a new business,
Castle Ring Oak Frame, making
timber-framed houses.
His own, which won the Daily
Telegraph Home Building and
Renovating Award 2010, is his best
advertisement, and indeed it led to his
first order. “Someone came to buy a
gate, looked at the house, and said, I
want one of them.”
The day the frame was erected, using
a crane to hoist it into place, was one of
much celebration. “It was tremendously
exhilarating seeing it go up, fantastically
emotional,” says Bobby. “But then it
took two years to complete and that
was the boring, grizzly build, which was
monotonous and relentless and never
felt as if it was going to end.”
However, end it did, and well within
the £100,000 budget the couple set for
the project, even though there were
some sacrifices along the way. “We
would have liked to put in a chimney
with a hearth but we couldn’t afford
that,” says Bobby. “We also made the
difficult decision to put Spanish tiles on
the roof and Chinese slates on the floor,
not through choice but because of
the budget.”
Nevertheless, there is a quality feel to
everything the couple have included
and the simple design, showing all the
structural elements, gives a light and
airy feel and charm in abundance.
They saved on plastering by leaving
the structure of the ceilings exposed and
painting the wooden boards in
between, which gives a unique rustic
character. The solid oak windows and
doors were made by a local joiner, using
kiln-dried wood from France, which
Bobby ordered at the same time as the
wood for the frame. “They all came in
under £5,000, including the glass for
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Look
Get the

Sumptuous sofa The
Florence suite from
Gascoigne Designs which
takes pride of place in the
main living area was an
e-Bay bargain. For a similar
style, made to order by
Gascoigne Designs in a
choice of fabric, contact
Whitestone Interiors,
Hereford. 01432 851991.
www.brownantiques.com

Above The timber frame goes up
Left The music wall in Coral’s room

Ornate statement The glitzy
glass chandelier in the living
area was another
e-Bay find but Felicity
Mackenzie Lighting Solutions,
Ludlow can provide a similar
style statement. Prices start
from £189.60 for a five-light
chandelier in the Hale range.
For maximum impact an 18light chandelier in this range costs
£1,700. 01584 876201.
www.thelightingsolution.co.uk

the windows, where we had
quotes up to £25,000,” he says.
The same joiner made the solid
oak stairs.
Bobby installed modern
factory-made kitchen units, but
he has given them an individual
finish by using solid ash
worktops, choosing this wood
rather than oak as it is almost
half the price.
He bought the wood from a
local sawmill and Alithea sanded
and varnished it all. The kitchen
is completed by a large solid
wooden table set in front of high
windows which let in an
abundance of light. Around the
work surfaces are dotted items of
cut glass bought in local antique
shops. “It’s a recent collection,
inspired by the glorious

chandelier upstairs, which I
found on e-Bay,” says Alithea. “I
like the way the glass sparkles
and contrasts with the black floor
tiles and the silver of the stainless
steel cooker and fridge freezer.”
She has taken further inspiration
from her chandelier by adding
crystal pendants to the light
fittings over the central kitchen
island. The kitchen is open plan
to a seating area, with French
windows with views towards
Hergest. Alithea has furnished
the room with sofas found on eBay, but their main sitting area is
upstairs. There is a small utility
room off the kitchen and a
downstairs bedroom for Noah,
now aged 21.
Upstairs the curved sling
braces, shaped individually with
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Heart of oak At the heart of the
family’s kitchen/diner is the large,
solid oak kitchen table. It was bought
from Unique Interiors, Hereford, which
has a similar, French oak table
measuring 8 feet 3 inches in its
showroom, priced £1,500.
01432 279877.
www.uniqueinteriorshereford.co.uk
Warmth and style The contemporary
looking wood burner in the living area
is a Nordpeis Trio from Taltrees
Stoves, Tenbury Wells, priced at
£2,325. 01584 781361.
www.taltreesstoves.co.uk
Bathing Beauty Bobby and Alithea
splashed out on a beautiful Victorian
cast iron duchess bath from Victorian
Bathrooms, Wakefield. For a similar
effect, Fired Earth, Hereford‘s
Versailles bath, which comes ready
for you to prime and paint in the
colour of your choice, is made from
enamelled cast iron and costs
£1,595.
01432 277000 www.firedearth.com
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a chainsaw, and the quirky design of the
open living space, with bedrooms
leading off, give further charm to this
building. Look up, and one side there’s a
door-shaped opening in the high
partition between this room and the
main bedroom, letting light from a
second chandelier shine through. There
is a space between the partition and the
ceiling, giving the appearance of a
floating ceiling, also designed to let light
through and particularly atmospheric at
night. On the other side of the room
there is a ladder up to a mezzanine floor.
Daylight floods into the living area
from large windows, and a door gives
access to a balcony, which has views over
the four-acre Iron Age hill fort, grazed
by a few Soal sheep which the couple
keep. At night the room is lit by the
impressive chandelier Alithea is so
pleased with, and she is delighted with
another e-Bay find – the ornate three-
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piece suite that dominates this room. A
contemporary-styled wood burner heats
this upstairs living space, with the
central heating elsewhere provided by a
ground source heat pump.
“There were two things I asked for
from this house,” says Alithea. “Warmth
and light and I got them both.”
Doors lead from the living space to
the main bedroom . Through an
anteroom is the room occupied by
their son Rune, aged six. The other side
of the living area is a large bathroom,
where Alithea proudly points out the
timber-framed washbasin stand. “I
designed it and Ben, who helped Bobby
with the framing, built it as a thank you
for all the dinners I had cooked for
him,” she says, adding: “The
reproduction cast iron bath is divine and
was one of the few things we spent
money on because we knew we would
never want to change it. We have not
regretted it.”
Next door to the bathroom is Coral’s
room, which she has decorated in
stunning style to reflect her interest in
all things theatrical. Behind the bed she
has stuck hundreds of pages from music
books to form a feature wall.
By their own admission, Bobby and
Alithea have had to make best use of
limited resources and a lot of vision
to create their first home and it has
not always been straightforward. They
vow it has been a once-and-forever
project, but having moved in about 14
months ago, Alithea is already planning
an extension. ■
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